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Down with prejudice, appearances, commonplace ideas and good morals! Heresic 
Synopsis is destructured and neat, tortured and thought through, dissonant 

and harmonious death metal.

Heresic Synopsis was risen from the ashes of their former band, l’Antre, and plays 
a personal and paradoxical Death Metal.

TheirTheir first EP, “Le Peuple du Vide”, produced by the Octopus Studios (I Pilot 
Deamon, Plebeian Grandstand, …), was released in 2008 and received the encoura-
gements of the specialized press. With the strength of their experience, the band 
imposes its presence in the South of France with more than 40 gigs behind them 
alongside bands such as Kronos, Zubrowska, Cannibal Corpse, Aeon, Svart Crown, 
Nolentia…

Despite the departure of several band members after this period, however high in 
excitement, HS is determined to pursue its musical project. The band takes the time 
to elaborate its first album with the support of associations of the local scene 
of Toulouse.

It’s in 2014, after the arrival of Antropofago’s bass player (Kaotoxin Recors), that 
“Je suis d’ailleurs” sees the light of day. Produced at Bringer Studio (Drawers, No-
lentia, …), this opus opens a new chapter in the chronicles of ordinary madness.
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“[…]as icing on the cake, Heresic Synopsis has it vocals in French, with conscien-
tious lyrics. We are miles away from the primary Death Metal band, praising vio-
lence, gore, decapitation, asses and beer. And it’s pleasant to see that Death Metal 
can be appreciated when you have more than 2 neurons…

In short, you probably got it, for its first offering, Heresic Synopsis put great 
amounts of effort and time in perfecting their songs instead of simply throwing 
them at our faces. The result is even more satisfying since this band from Tou-
louse has put here together a luxurious business card that could certainly open 
a few doors for them. […]” 

Metal Sickness – 15/20

“I recommend it to Technical Death Metal fans that are eager to make new disco-
veries and who should find in this opus enough to quench their thirst. Heresic 
Synopsis is only at the beginning and I would bet that these young men will pro-
bably be heard of since potential and quality are clearly present. A more than pro-
mising band which deserves to share the stage with France’s best known bands. 
Heresic Synopsis, a name to remember.”

Pavillon666 – 8/10
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“The quintet, which starts to make itself a name around here (they have been 
playing gigs for a decade), plays a Death Metal that is all in all very technical, 
with a lot of off-beats and arrangements, a total destructuration  that im-
merses us in the world of dementia. Their vocalist, Manu, seems possessed by this 
very madness.

Accessing their music is admittedly not easy, but it deserves nevertheless a lot of 
attention. Alaric, also bass player in Montpellier’s Antropofago, will depress you 
by his Digiorgio-like technicality. 5 tracks for 20 minutes of psychosis.”

Actumetaltoulouse

“Toulouse’s“Toulouse’s Heresic Synopsis open the ball with, as front man, a growler with a 
throat from beyond the grave and moves close to those of the British planti-
grade Barney. The 6 stringed bass player’s Gorguts T-shirt doesn’t come across as 
a surprise and he makes a perfect pair with the incredible drummer. One can so-
metimes find some almost Prog’ atmospheres, despite the overall extreme violence 
of this convoluted Death Metal that doesn’t forget to hit where it hurts…”

Church of Ze Dead

HS.Manag@gmail.com
www.HeresicSynopsis.com


